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About This Game

Fly through your asteroid filled music library. Play the same music track in different ways with your own custom settings. The
power to experience your music depending on your mood.

Features

Very easy to play - You can only move left or right, that's it. Quick setting buttons to help you setup your song.

Replay Value - Settings let you play each of your songs in multiple ways. Faster or slower. More or less asteroids, lanes
and wormholes.

Play to relax - Enable invulnerability mode and just enjoy your music without getting smashed to pieces.

Need a challenge - Try to finish your favourite song with the maximum asteroids count, minimum lanes and a high
intensity(speed).

Power over your music - Enable advanced mode and experiment with different settings. Find the best setup and save the
settings for next time.
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I was kinda bummed in the beginning... the first part was really random but once the creepy pasta in the haunted house started I
was hooked...played till 3 in the moring before I even realized I had uni next day O.O

soooo...don't be turned off by just the beginning... give it a chance!. I really hope this game will be improved. Let's be honest,
there is a world of difference between the teaser and the actual game. The gameplay is way too slow, it just makes the match
incredibly boring. The player's speed made me feel very impatient. I don't know how a game released in 2018 can be like that. If
the bugs and the morbid slowness were to be fixed, it would be way more enjoyable. Right now, the game is barely playable and
isn't worth its price.. It's a pretty good game overall!

I really wouldn't call it "hacking" so much as using a Linux terminal. On that note, consider it a fun way of familiarizing
yourself with Linux.

The challenges are a bit different. A pen and paper are realIy helpful for this game as there's no real auto-reminder system that
shows you something you read earlier. (Think Deus Ex now vs the original when it came to keycodes.) I liked that a number of
the puzzles require more than what's given to you in the game. There are a few instances where you'll have to Google some
possible solutions in order to solve a particular problem. (I don't mean as a guide. Think more thing like the capiutal of some
small country or the year so and so celebrity won some award.)

It's a game that really makes you think. I liked it a lot!. First of all, if you want to hear the pros of the game.. just look at the
images and the trailer. Akuto: Mad World doesnt have much more to offer beyond that. There're the minigames, sure, but I dont
think anyone will pay +10USD to play a couple of minigames.

To the review:
I cant help the feeling i hoped more from this game and thus i'm dissapointed.

I've played the demo on gamejolt and it did look it had great potential. A lan-couch-versus-fighting game with low poly with
swords and guns? It soudned promising.
But after time have pass, and the "milestones" reached (and thus the price increased), much of the things i didnt liked of the
game and thought were temporary, stayed:

+Absence of jumping mechanic (which, to be fair, the dev told me in the early -5update there will be none 'cause they wanted to
stay "casual friendly"..). If I have to be honest, that was a half deal breaker for me. The gameplay turned out highly restricted by
this. You cant even fall off from ledges.

+Absence of more deep envirorment interaction: GRABBING\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 At least hiting things
with the sword and throwing them to the enemy, or use them as shield.

+Sound effects: The sound effects are bland and repetitive. I see you went to a minimalistic style in the sfx too, but they sound...
poorly made at the point I think a programmer recorded them in his home\/taken from a free repository. The Barrel explotion
sound is highly reverberated for being in a almost-open field (if you want to go realistic with that, you just have to make the
sound object to trigger itself again with a small delay when it touches a wall. That way you are emulating real world reflections.
But I would just record a normal explotion or make one with synthesis until it sounds good). The bullet hit sfx sounds just
like a soft wet spank in the butt. And so on..
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+Clumsy animations\/lack of attention to the detail: All of them are really amateurish. The fact the gun just dissapears
from your belt and pops up magically on your hand. There's no idle animation. There is no transition (or not
perceptible) from running\/slashing to idle. There also isn't any transition when turning to any of the 8 possible
directions while running and this looks and feels really bad. That cheap dirtsmoke effect that the character makes
when runing appears no matter in what terrain you are. And also this effect is instant when you move, so it looks really
out of place and cheap. Personally I would just disable it and dont apply it to the game until other efects are at a
minimum state.

+Really poor character model choice; I have a personal problem with the smooth and rounded characters in the low-
poly world, but beyond that, it also annoys me the resemblance to gang beast, not because of the clearly similarities,
which are there, but because gang beasts models stayed minimal since they've planned costumes from day 1. Akuto's
devs never stated adding costumes to the game. So why keeping that really goofy, childish and bland model? Honestly
the demo model was much more serious and in sync with the lowpoly-minimalistic aesthetic of the game.

+Physics to the minimum: Ok, there isn't stated anywere that this is a physics based game, like gang beasts i.e., but its
made with Unity... I dont believe a little more complex physics integration is that hard to do. I explain myself: The
sword doenst bounce, it just sticks instantly to the surface it hits. The bodies just have a ragdoll animation of less of a
second; character dies => 1'' ragdoll => static model.
All of this would be ok if devs made their own engine, but they've used unity ffs! The overal use of physics of this game
can be compared to one of a game from the early 2000s.

I've changed my review from positive to negative, because when i wrote it, the game costed like 3 USD. Now it's 11USD.
The game turned out to be just a glorified jam made game. Sure, you have all the minigames, singleplayer, bots,
ONLINE (3 players peak every month)! But all that glitter and kind of superficial embellishment doesnt help the fact
that the core gameplay belongs to a minigame of a greater game.
Akuto mad world, in my opinion, is way too static, similar, lacks of chaotic stuff* to be considered worth the money for
its own.
* I blame the lack of jumping mechanics and minimum complex physics for its lack of appealing. Devs tried to atract a
wider audience making the game dummer and simplier (and more cartoonish than the demo) and ended up not having
got great attention neither from casual or nieche hardcore lan-couch-versus fans.

The only useful feedback I can give to the devs is: get a 3d artist to model and animate the characters. Now that you've
raised the price to 11USD, get a sound designer too, please.. Note* I bought this game on sale for 1.74, I don't think I
would pay much more for it, but it's worth the 1.74:)
Summary:
Basicly you're a god, and you need magic to do things.
You get magic in 2 ways, more followers, priests (max 5).
besides that you can tell some followers to get a job to get resources, which allows you to tell some other followers to
become soldiers.
Magic + soldiers = win.

The good:
Quite fun
Looks decent, not great though

The bad:
All you really do is cast some magic spells, be it raise or lower land, or throw a meteor.
Controls a bit weird and need some getting used to.. I LOVED The Lost Crown, and I love this <3 I abolutely adore
Jonathan Boakes and his series, and this beginning road to The Last Crown; Blackenrock is a fine one! I love the
atmosphere, the gameplay was fun and interesting as always. This ghostly atmosphere is the best one out there. If you
like mystery, intrigue, and feeling alive by seeking the paranormal. I recommend The Crown series. I hope Jonathan
never stops! Good to have this series back <3 A DEFINITE RECOMMEND!!!! <3. Price for DLC might be too high,
but it provides a stay-away experience, where you have to BUILD A TANK (enough said) rather than dig tunnels or
mess in vents. Music is different, guards are soldiers (no assault rifles and authorizations to shoot :( ), FOOD IS
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EATABLE, INMATES SAY!!!!!!! Even uniforms are different. Old style black and white stripes.. The story seemed
interesting and the art stood out to me right away. But I just couldn't get into this game. The main character you play
as isn't very likable, the world is barely explained which only leads to confusion as you progress because you don't
know what's even being talked about. And the voice acting was all over the place. It wasn't bad but it keeps going from
full naration to random phrases being spoken that aren't even said in the dialogue. Either do full voice acting or none
at all because this was just confusing. I really wanted to like this game but I don't.
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Im really sorry but i must say i enjoyed the first hour of the game ( it got me it really got me) . But the bugs...... it randomly
crashed 5-6 times in like 10 minutes. It totally took me out of the game :( . Srry to say but the crashes ruined it for me . The
Graphics and are ( Smooth\/ good ) Not perfect but good . The sounds are 10\/10 . I think this game would be it for me ( but to
many bugs and crashes ) .

Recommend ( atm no ) since it crashed for me
Recommend ( def YES ) if the crashes didnt occure ( also the translation to english on the papers would make a difference ).
This games is so bugged, that main plot cannot be completed.. First close combat game after my many FPSs. Good scenary, but
sometimes an early chapter can meet very tricks monsters.. What immediately sets Tales from the Borderlands (TftB) apart
from its predecessors, is the fast paced & frequent action sequences. Much of the game feels like it is a rollercoaster ride, with
the polish of a Hollywood blockbuster. It is evident from these sequences that Telltale have come a long way in creating ever
more complex scenes to immerse the player.

TftB is a tale of two. Uniquely, the narrative has introduced two protagonists, Rhys (the ‘company man’ but deep down good guy)
& Fiona (the seasoned hustler/con artist). As you progress through the story, you frequently get to replay the same ‘scene’ from
each of their perspectives. This is creatively woven together with an over-arching storyline & flashbacks. Although it does jump
around quite a bit it remained easy to keep track due to the well-crafted story & dialog. I think it was a bold move from a story-
telling perspective but this spin works surprisingly well.

The chemistry between Rhys & Fiona makes for some great verbal jousting, often bickering like an old married couple arguing
semantics with some witty banter. The jokes come thick & fast between all the characters interactions, many of which had me
laughing so hard! The bro-tastic scene was terrific & some of the other embellishment ‘dream’ scenes were hilarious! It’s not
only in the dialog that holds comedic value, but also in the physical comedy that ensues throughout, from the clever facial
expressions to the crazy antics in the all-out action scenes.

All of the characters introduced through the episodes were memorable, great personalities & well voice acted. Hugo Vasquez
was one of my favs, voiced by Patrick Warburton, (can’t help but seeing Vasquez as Joe Swanson's evil twin!) along with the ever-
so-adorable Gortys; it’s certainly not hard to become fond of the characters you encounter.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=545959976 I found myself with many ‘WOW’ moments like you see
above, that just were begging for a screenshot to be taken! The world is saturated with colour & rich in detail, with many scenes 
(& camera angles) used providing something interesting or hidden to discover (if you look closely). I expect there is more Easter
Eggs I didn’t even notice not being a player of the original Borderlands series. Rhys has cyborg implants to add another layer to
what you can see in the world, which also introduces a number of other gameplay elements that I won’t spoil for you. :)

My leisurely play though took around 10 hours for the 5 episodes with no real technical issues to report. I did see a couple of
minor texture popping issues & the odd clipping issues but neither lasted long enough to detracted from the experience.

Only two really minor improvement suggestions I have is that TftB, unlike many games, does not pause the game when wireless
controller loses connection or has dead batteries. With timing a big factor by design it would be nice if it was better supported
for those that do not have a keyboard handy (Hail, to all the Couch Commanders!) to pause automatically so none of those
precious seconds are lost.

Secondly, there are scenes using a new, more ‘fighting style-esque’ multi direction responses. The response time of the game was
slow when having to hit multiple directions or buttons, often resulting in having to hit them several times before they register.

I did really enjoy the more complex fighting/action sequences overall; it felt at times like a 21st century version of a Dragon’s
Lair or Space Ace game! Just wish it was harder! After seeing what was accomplished in the action scenes here, I would love to
see a pure action game from Telltale in the future with a stronger focus on timing & precision.

My minor gripes aside, there is really is nothing to fault in this excellent action adventure game (So very glad I didn’t have to
wait between episodes to complete this time). I enjoyed this one so much I played through the last 4 chapters in the same day.

I didn’t want the rollercoaster to stop!

I laughed, I had fun .. I had a blast!
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If you enjoyed reading this review, please follow True Blue Reviews for more recommendations!. This is only a 5 minute demo.
For $30. Don't bother.

The full version is locked because of Steam and there's no way to get the full version.
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